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Universal Classes of Algebras* 
L). AI. FOSTER 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1966, Jacobson [6] introduced the notion of a Cartan subalgebra for 
finite dimensional (linear) Jordan algebras with unity over fields of charac- 
teristic not 2. This was based on the concept of associator nilpotence, which, 
we observe, plays essentially the same role in Jordan algebras that nilpotence 
plays in Lie algebras. He proved that in any finite dimensional Jordan 
algebra with unity over an infinite field there exist “Cartan” subalgebras. 
We note that associator nilpotence as well as ordinary nilpotence in 
some cases and, indeed, solvability all arise from iterating certain expressions 
according to a fixed rule. Hence, in the first part of the paper, we extend 
this idea by giving generalizations of nilpotence, solvability, and nil. 
In the second part of the paper, we use our generalized nilpotence and 
nil to show that the notion of a Cartan subalgebra has a very general setting. 
Specifically, we define what we call an Engel function, pointing out three 
of the key properties enjoyed by the adjoint mapping in Lie algebras, and 
prove that in universal classes of algebras possessing an Engel function, 
“Cartan” subalgebras exist. As an example, we see how our theory can 
apply to (linear) Jordan algebras, and consequently we arc able to extend 
Jacobson’s existence theorem from infinite to finite fields. 
Finally, WC study a generalized form of solvability, called a-solvability, 
in finite dimensional (linear) Jordan and alternative algebras. We obtain 
a structure theory for a-solvable Jordan and alternative algebras, and set 
that the analogs of man)- results for solvable Lie algebras are true for 
u-solvable Jordan and alternative algebras. 
* Some of the results in this p;lper ;lrc contained in the author’s doctoral dissertation 
written at the (Jniversity of British Columbia undue the supervision of 11~. C. T. 
Anderson. 
t Address effective r\ugust 17, 1973: Ikpartrnent of Physiology, School of Medicine, 
University of Rlichigan, Ann Arbor, XLIichigan. 
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Most of the notation in this paper is standard. Hence, if F is a field and 
C; is an algebra (not necessarily associative) over F, we write S < U, S C U, 
and S 4 U, respectively, to mean S is a subset of U, S is a subalgebra 
of CT, and S is a (two-sided) ideal of Cr. If A and B are subsets of Ci, by 
AB we mean the subspace of U generated by all ab, a E A, b t: B. If 
(b # S < U, we recall that, for integers k > 0, Sk and 5’tk) are defined 
inductively as follows: S1 -= S(l) : S and, for n > 1, S” ~= S”--I’S’ and 
s'(n) =-; L~(n-l)S(n-l) Th e subset S is fight nilpotent [respectively, solvable] 
if there exists an integer t > 0 such that St = 0 [respectively, St) =~ 01. 
If ‘5’ == L?, then C = U(l) D CTr2) D C:c3) LC ‘.. is called the derived series 
of C;. So (i is solvable if the derived series terminates in a finite number 
of steps at zero. If x,y, z E CT, we write the commutator of x and y as 
[x, y] -= sy - yx and the associutor of x, y, and z as (x, y, z) == .vy z -. s yz. 
If s E U, by R, and L, we mean the linear transformations of U where, 
for all u t U, uR, = ux and uL, =m- W. Finally, if K is an extension of F, 
we write UK = 7.i OF K for the scalar extension of CF to an algebra over K. 
PART I: GENERALIZATIONS OF KIL, SOLVABILITY, AND ~TILPOTENCE 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Suppose F is a field and U = U, is a universal class of F-algebras, i.e., 
U is a class of algebras that is homomorphically closed, that is, closed under 
ground field extensions, and such that subalgebras of algebras in 11 are 
also in II. Let 3 = zp(X) be the free non-associative algebra over F 
generated by the set X = (x1 , x2 ,...) of indeterminates. Thus a typical 
element of 3 can be regarded as a polynomial in a finite number of the 
indeterminates which do not associate or commute. Each of the elements 
of 3, therefore, is a sum of monomials, and the total sum of the powers 
in a monomial is the degree of the monomial. Thus 
as an element of 5 is the sum of two monomials of degree 4 and 6, respec- 
tively. If g E 3, we will write g = g(x i ,..., XJ to indicate that the standard 
expression for g contains xk but no si for i 3 k. If g == g(x, ,..., XJ E 3, 
then g is multilinear if it is linear in each argument. Observe that, if this 
is the case, then the degree of each monomial in g is k. Set 8’ = {g E 5 / g is 
multilinear). Throughout the rest of Part I, we will assume that 
f =~ f(xl ,...) x,) is a fixed but arbitrary element from 3’ and that n > 1. 
,f”(S) ( y t 1,’ 1 y is a finite sum of elements of the form 
f(U{ ,...) u,,), u1 Ef‘” ‘(S), u, E s, I -‘, i n; 
and 
jr”)(s) = [y E I’ y is a finite sum of elements of the form 
f(ul )..., l&J, ui E,f(” ‘)(S), I i 11;. 
The subset 5’ is f-&potent [respectively, f-sohuble] if there exists an integer- 
p =:~ p(S) such that f”(S) 0 [respectively, f(i’)(,S) 01. \Ve note that, for 
all positive integers i and j, .f(’ -“(,S) ,fCi)( ,fol(S)). Suppose S ‘, I ‘. Then, 
since .f is multilinear, if the ground field of ( - is K, S is j-nilpotent [respcc- 
tively, j-solvable] if and onI!- if S’,., is f-nilpotent [respcctivclv, j-solvable] 
for all extensions K’ of K. Finally, an cas!. induction argument on k show 
that ,fch)(S) <<j’“(S). C’onscquently, ,flnilpotent subalgcbras are f-solvable. 
Of course, the conwrse is false, as the example s(.v, , ,x2) c, .x,.\‘.J t (f 
illustrates in the Lit case. 
1:s.4nm>ss. (I) It is clear that, for any E, s(s, , .x2) t 3’. So, for an!’ 
algebra I’ over F, s-solvability is simply ordinary solvabilit!- and s-nilpotcncc 
is right nilpotcncc. \Ve note that the kind of nilpotencc is mote delicate. 
Recall that, if 0. is an algebra wet-I; and S . _ I ‘, then ,S is ili/pote?lt if there 
exists an integer t 0 such that sis2 ..’ si 0 for all s, G S where the 
product is in any association. In man>- classes, for erarnplc associative and 
Lie algebras, lhc two concepts of nilpence and right nilpotence coincide. 
Howcvcr, this is not true in general. For example, Ict I ’ he a tn-o dimensional 
F-algebra with basis [pi , e,j and multiplication given 11~ e12 c:! ) e,e,, P.2 ,
e,e, e,’ 0. Then s’( 1;) I‘, s%( 1’) [e2], and ?( CT) 0 whence I ’ is 
s-nilpotent, i.c., right nilpotcnt, hut (e, ..’ (ci(ei(eie2))) ‘..) r2 y 0 vvlrcncc 
1’. is not nilpotent. Thus our j-nilpotcnce is a generalization of right 
nillxitence. 
(3) I’Ol- ilIlY fidd F, =I(.Y, , .Y2 . .Y:J .s, .\‘.’ .\‘;) - .x, .\‘z\:l t 2’. so, fo1- 
any uni\ ersal class of linear Jordan algehi-as, A4-nilpotcncc is equivalent to 
assxiation nilpotence as defined hy Jacobson in [9]. 
Kcwzu~lz. it is clear that our results thus far have a more general setting. 
SpecificaH~, instead of universal classes of ~-algebras. vvc could ha\-e 
considered universal classes of unital left @-modules where @ is any ring 
of scalars. The advantage to this would he the inclusion of quadratic Jordan 
algebras, specifically-, AI C c ‘rimmon’s first notion of solvabilitv~ in quadratic 
Jordan algchras [ 121. However, for the main results of this paper) WC do 
not require this level of generalit\: 
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2. PKOPERT~ES OF f-XILPOTENCE AYD ~-SOI,VAI~LI.I.Y 
In this section, we give several properties off-nilpotence andf-solvability. 
1Ve begin with the following lemma, whose proof is standard: 
IJ3IiLI.1 2.1. Suppose U t 11. 
(1) lf Cm is u direct sum of ideals I,., ,..., I,‘, , then C’ is f-sokable [respec- 
tkely, f-G/potent] if and only $ each C:, is f-solEable [sespectizjely, .f-ni@otent]. 
(2) Jf 1,: is f-solz’able [vespectiuely, f-&potent], then any homomorphic 
imaCtJe (!f C is f-solvable [respectively, f-nilpotent]. 
(3) !f I S-1 I,’ and both I and [,‘*I ar-e f-solcable, then C,’ is f-solvable. 
(4) The sum of any finite number of j-solzxble ideals of C: is an f-solEable 
ideal. 
‘I‘IIEoRw 2.2. Suppose c: E 11 and I). is finite dimensional. Then c,’ contains 
(I ukyue maximalf-solvable ideal S,(U) with theproperty that S,( L:;Sf( l-i)) =- 0. 
Proof. Write S,( I,:) for theJ-solvable ideal of C of maximum dimension. 
By the previous lemma, S’,(C-) contains all of the f-solvahle ideals of l!, 
hence is the unique maximalf-solvable ideal of C.‘. sow, if I (;I C., and if 
I,S,(L’) is f-solvable, it follows that I Z S,(Cy), whence S’(C::S,(7.)) ~~ 0. 
1\:c note that the class E, of finite dimensional f-solvable algebras of II 
is a radical class, and the associated operator S, is a radical operator is 
the sense in which the term “radical property” is used in [I I]. 
A%s vve have pointed our earlier, solvability with respect to s(si , x,) srv? 
is simplv ordinary solvahilitv. Thus, if I’ E II and C’ is finite dimensional, 
we will Ate S,J CT) S( C:): 
I'RoI~os~r~oD; 2.3. Suppose CT E 11. [f I ‘. T\ a solaable ideal of l,:, then 1 is 
f-solz~able. Consequently, if L’ is jinite dimensional, S( 7 ‘) (1 S,( I,.). 
pr(jof \\:rite I -~ I(‘) 1) I(2) L;, .‘. j-, I”‘! - 0 for the derive’d series 
of I, where I(” -i) ;i 0. If k : 2, i.e., I” 0, then clearly I is f--solvable 
(since f is multilinear). Hence suppose Iz ;- 2. Then (I(; ‘I)? f(L) =: 0 
implies IcA -I) is f-sol\rable, Since (1’” -~?I72 =_ Il”LlJ implies I(A ~‘?);J(b-I) is 
f-solv-able, by Lemma 2.1 vve have that I Ii, “) is f-sol\-able. \Ve repeat this 
argtrment with 1(‘iJ) and Z(J~m’), concluding that I(” 3) must be J-solvable. 
Since this process has only- a finite number of steps, we conclude that 1 
itself is f-solvable. So, if 7,: is finite dimensional, S’((,‘) ‘1 ,S,( I:) is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
The converse of the proposition is false. Indeed, consider a class of Lie 
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algebras andg(x, , x2) == xix2 -t x2x1 . However, using an inductive argument 
on n, one can prove 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose UC ZI and 1I is finite dimensional. If f is a 
monomial, then S,(U) = S( CT). 
Finally, if U E U and 11 is finite dimensional, then U is semisimple (in 
the classical sense) if S(U) = 0. Hence, if S,(U) = 0, we call 7.1 f-semisimple. 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF ~11. 
Suppose CTE Il. If x E C, it would be natural to call the element .x 
f-nilpotent if {x} weref-nilpotent, i.e., for some integer h = k(x), f “({x}) 0. 
Two cases come to mind that show this definition is not satisfactory: First 
is when s(xi , x2) m-m x1x2 and U is a universal class of Lie algebras. Second 
is when \I is a universal class of commutative, power-associative algebras 
and the sum of the coefficients off is zero (as is the case with Jordan algebras 
and the associator). In both of these cases, elements of the algebras in the 
respective classes would be trivially f-nilpotent. 
To circumvent this difficulty, we will pattern our definition off-nilpotent 
elements and f-nil algebras after the definition of nilpotent elements in Lie 
algebras and nil Lie algebras. Hence suppose I’t U and ui ,..., u,,+, E Cr. 
Then clearly 
S(U 1 1’.., u,,-1): x +f(x, u1 ,..., u,,-1) 
is a linear transformation of C,’ which generalizes the adjoint map in Lie 
algebras. The element u E 11 is f-nilpotent provided that S(U,..., U) is a 
nilpotent linear transformation of 1,‘; the algebra C is f-nil if every element 
of CT is f-nilpotent. For convenience, we introduce the following notation: 
If c’ _C L’, we set S,,,f( V) = S,(V) m: {S’(z, ,..., zl,,+i) / vi E V) and S,,,( I ‘) :m 
&,*(I-) 1 [S(v ,..., ?I) (Z,E c’). 
We have seen that both f-nilpotence and f-solvability are preserved 
under extensions of the ground field. The same result for f-nil algebras 
is not so clear. Specifically, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose 0 ml/‘- I’C C’ t U, dim IT vn < CL, and that the 
ground field K of U has at least m(n - I) elements. If S”*(V) is a nilpotent 
set qf linear transformations of CT, then S$.,, ( PTK,) is a nilpotent set of linear 
transforvnations of LX, for all extensions K’ of K7. 
Before proving the lemma, we give the following corollary, w-hose proof 
is immediate: 
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COROLLARY 3.2. In the setting of thP lemma, C is f-nil if and only if CT,! 
is f-tiil. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The p roof is patterned after an argument of 
Kaplansky [IO]. 
suppose {q )..., v,,.$ is a basis for IV over IC. If z’ E V, then 
v == q’U1 $ oq2 + ‘.’ + q.q; , o(i E K, 
so, by the multilinearity off, 
(“1 0 = S(r: ,..., zyn = ( &e 
i, ,.._) ik. 1 
o+.,  . . oliks(z’il )...) v$ 
Let TLT be the sum of the terms of (*) where cyr appears to the il.-power, 
and set T; =- (ar)ii Trl . We note that 
T, =m= S(a2vz -+ ... $- ~l,,c~ ,..,, cq, + ... f oipk)“l -= 0 
and 
T m(ll+l) = S(v, )...) 7J1p := 0, 
so (*) becomes 
0 = C (al)‘1 Til . 
i,=l 
Since K has at least m(n - I) elements, we choose m(n - 1) - 1 different 
non-zero values for 01~ , and conclude in the usual wav that Til = 0 for 
21 = I,..., m(n - I) - I. 
We now repeat the argument, this time setting T&, as the sum of the 
terms of Tjl where 01~ appears to the &power, and T&z == (c+‘)~z Til,iz. 
,4s before, Ti~,i, -= 0 for i, = O,..., m(n - 1) - i1 . Contmuing this argu- 
ment, it follows that 7’i,,,,,,ir = 0 for all R-tuples (ir ,..., ii;) such that 
x3, ij := m(n - 1) where (OI& ... (q)i~c T,l,.,,,i,z is the sum of the terms of 
(*) where (ai) appears to the ij-power, j = I ,..., k. 
Xow let k” be any extension of K. Since {l @ or ,..., 1 (3 zjA) Is a basis 
for V,, over K’, if w E I/K, , zu =_ x,b, Piai where pi E K’. Then 
qw,..., w)“L --= 2 
(Pi)” ... (Pi;)‘” T,,....,il = 0, 
Z1’...,iii 
i,i~~'t+m(n-l) 
which proves the lemma, 
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If I. t 11 and u E C:, vve write H ,,,, B,, {,v t 1 .vS(u ,..., u)~ 0 
for some k .‘) 0). We note that if (- is finite dimensional, then N is,f-nilpotent 
if and only if H,, I’. 
The next theorem will be used later to prove one of the main results 
of this paper. 
‘Ihxxuar 3.3. Suppow 1: E LI and L’ is finite dimensional. If thrw exists 
a E 1’ surh that 
(9 a tr B,, , 
(ii) B,, is (I subalgebra of Ii, 
(iii) (f :I1 is a maximal subalgebra of I:, then, jOv some I< Y- 0, 
C:(S(a ,..., a))” i i%T, 
therz B, l:. 
I’mof. Suppose u E (,’ and u satisfies (i)-(iii). \Yrite p =~ S(a,..., a). 
Suppose B,, =,’ I,,‘, whence there exists a maximal subalgebra -12 ; C’ such 
that R,, C M C Z _. Since a E B, Cr C’, u-e may consider p as a linear trans- 
formation of l! - ilf; write /** for the linear transformation of I: :V 
induced 1,~ IL. IIy hypothesis, 1 ‘p” i JZ for some .k I- 0, so vve have that 
(C ~ ;V)(p*)” = 0. Consequentl) , ( 1’ - ,u)u,(o) {4’ F 1 i -- ilif / ?/(pd)Ja 0 
for some /, , 0) ~:- 1.; - ;J,g. 
1Ve claim, however, that (C’ - A1/),L,(0) 0. T o s ow this, we will prove . h 
that /L * is non-singular on 1’ ~- M. Let [v~,(x),..., n,.(.v)) be the irreducible 
factors of the characteristic polynomial of p. Since n E B, , B,, -,-1 0, and 
thus one of the irreducible factors is n,,(x) -m ,s’o where dim B, ro 
Setting 
for i O,..., Y, and noting that 1 ‘r,, B,, , WC obtain the primary decom- 
position of (’ relative to p, namely, 
Now suppose, for i > 0, that h E C:n, . Then 6~ E 114 implies h E 211. 
For p, considered as a linear transformation of (:ri, is non-singular and 
has as its characteristic polynomial ~,(.z)‘I where, if dcg(xi(.r)) r, , 
dim C-z-( eiTi . Consequently, if p, /k it;,,, , we may write the inv-erse 
CL; ’ of pI as a polynomial in (1. However, as j’I is a subalgebra of U, h,*. E df 
implies bpCL”’ E M for all k > 1, and it follows that 0 : t++p;’ E :W. 
Next, suppose (U $- M)+L” = 0, i.e., U,~L E LII. We will show that u E ;CY. 
First we write u =~- u,, $- zll + ... -T- u, where ui E UZ-, . Hence UP -z 
U”/4J i- WI t ‘.’ + u,p,. where ~~~ = p jUnl . For each i, let WZ~ be the 
(smallest) integer such that, if T, E I’ni , then z~(~,(,L))“‘( 0. Fix j : 0, 
and set 
u -- 7TO(p)ni~’ ..’ 5ij &cynJ ’ 7rjt,(p)nr' 1 “’ n,(py. , - 
Since (T, is a pol?xomial in p, 0,~ pa, , whence (zloj)~ : (u~)u, . Of 
course, up E N implies (24~)~~ F izZ, so (21~~)~ G i\Z. But 2~0,~ "l"j Y and, as 
(uJai)p E 111, from the preceding paragraph we have ~1~4,~ E Jl.
KOW oj is non-singular on L’7rj , so oj , regarded as a linear transformation 
of CT, has an inverse pi which is a polynomial in o, , As above, we conclude 
that uj = u,o,pj E ~11. Thus, for all i I,..., r, u, t 111, and, since B,, C .11, 
u,, E .IZ. From this we conclude that (L’ -- -ll),LS(0) 0, which is a con- 
tradiction. So w-e must have B,, : 1 -, as desired. 
~:oRoLI.rlRY 3.4. In the setting of tlw theorem, suppse that ,fw di N E I:, 
(i) -(iii) are satisfied. Then 1’ is f-nil. 
Pm0 f. Since D,, = 7’ for all a t 7 ‘. 
Remark. Let us examine lvhat happens when II 11, is a universal class 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras where we take f = s s(sl , x2) .x'l.v.' 
If L E II, then, for a EL, WY always have that a E B,$,, i L. So in the setting 
of Theorem 3.3, conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied for every a EL while 
condition (iii) savs that, for a EL, if II1 is a maximal subalgebra of L, then 
/,(nd(a))’ C i1I fk some /i 1-x 0 where &(a): u --f ztn. If (iii) is satkfied for 
all u EL, then 1, is nil and hence, b!- Engel’s theorem, I, is nilpotent. It is 
now easy to see that Theorem 3.3 is a generalization of Barnes’ result that, 
if ever\. maximal subalgebra of a (finite dimensional) Lie algebra 1, is an 
ideal, then I, is nilpotent. WC remark that, as Barnes points out, this result 
is an analog, in spirit at least, of the well-known result in group theory 
that, if every maximal subgroup of a finite group is normal, then the group 
is nilpotent (see [3]). 
4. !?KELIRlINARIES 
Suppose 52 =m 9, i s a universal class of finite dimensional Lie algebras. 
Further, suppose L E 2, that the ground field of L is K, and thLat L is a 
nilpotent Lie algebra of linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector 
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space I’ over K. In this case, n-e get a decomposition of J- as a direct sum 
1- J .,, 0 I ., where J,, and J -, are, rcspcctivel~~, the Fitting null and one 
component of I’ relative to I, (see [8, J>. 391). If K’ is any ertension of K, 
then I,,-, is a nilpotent Lie algebra of linear transformations of I~:, and 
( 1 -,,)A ’ ( I -K,),, , (I ‘l)K, (C’,,), . 1loreover, Jacobson has shon-n that I -, 
can be characterized as an!. complcmentarv subspace of I - that is invariant 
under 1, [7, p. 5991. 
If I, c 2 and a EI,, the adjoint mapping is defined k!- ad(a): y + JYI fat 
all ?’ c L. The element a is nilpotent if ad(n) is nilpotent, and L is nil if ever!. 
element of I, is nilpotent. If H is a subalgebra of I,, by ad(H) WC nmm the 
Lie algebra of linear transformations of f, generated by iad h E If I. 
(‘learI!, if If is nilpotent, ad(H) is nilpotent, and WC’ obtain a Fitting 
decomposition of I, relative to ad(?I). It ‘< 15well known that I-I is a Cartnn 
suha~~~hrc7 of I, if and onI!, if II is nilpotent and coincides with the Fitting 
null component of I, relative to ad(fI). 
I-ntil rcccntly, proving the existence of Cartan subalgebras was a difficult 
task. Then, in 1967, Barnes [4] gave an elementary proof, relying primaril! 
on arguments from linear algebra and three well-known facts about Lit 
algebras: 
1. JCngel’s theorem, i.e., a Lie algebra 1, is nil if and only if it is nilpotent. 
7 -. For all u F;Z, E L’, B,, : ((1 rl, a(ad(u))” 0 for some k :. 0) is a 
subalgcbra of I, containing U. 
3. I:or I, c 2, if II is a nilpotent subalgebra of L, then ad(l/) is nilpotent 
and the Fitting null component of L relative to ad(H) is a subalgebra of 1, 
containing II. 
\Vhnt vve will show is that these three conditions arc universal in the 
sense that they are sufficient to ensure the existence of “generalized” C’artan 
subalgebras. Thus let I.1 m- I[, be a universal class of algebras over a field fi 
and .f .f‘(,y, ,... 1 ,x,,) E TV’, where, as usual, II , I. If I ä 21 and I- is a 
suhalgebrn of C ‘, by I,,.,,( I .) L,.( I -) LVC \vill mean the I,ic algebra of 
linear transformations of 1’ generated by .\‘r.,f( K). \Z’e wGll sa!. that ,f is an 
~ngclfw1cfio~2,for II if: 
1.; I . For all [ -C If, CC is f-nil if and onl! if [,’ is ~~nilpotcnt 
1’2. I:or all u f 1,’ fz II, B,,,, is a subalgebra of 1’ containing u. 
E:3. For all C’ E L[, if dT is an .f-nilpotent subalgebra, then Z2,;.f( 1’) is 
nilpotent and the Fitting null component of 7/ relative to I,,.,,( I,.) is a 
subalgebra of lT containing T’. 
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ln this section, we will assume that II L LtF is a universal class of finite 
dimensional algebras over the field F and that f is an Engel function for 11. 
If II t 21, then a subalgebra H of C,’ is anf-Cartan subalgebra if H isf-nilpotent 
and coincides with the Fitting null component of U relative to 1,,(H). 
Xote that, if H is an f-Cartan subalgebra of L’, then H, is an f-ilartan 
subalgebra of C:, for all extensions K of the ground field of L;. If u t C,. c II, 
then B, is called an f-,&gel subalgebra. B,, is minimal f-Eye/ in I’ if whenever 
7’ (5 C: and R,. C l?,, we have B,. =~ H,, 
km~~ 5.1 (Barnes). Suppose CT E 21, dim 1’ m, I. is a subalgebra 
of L, and F has at least m(n -- I) elements. If B,, is minimal in {B,. : 7’ c- r-j 
and 1- C B,, , then B,, L R,. for all r E l’. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 2 in [4], mutatis 
mutandis. 
'rHEORE.11 5.2. ksUppOS6? u E \I, dim C; - m, a&F lxzs it least (II ~~-. l)m 
elements. If, JOY IL E L’, B,, is minimal f-&gel in 7 ‘, then B,, is an j-t ‘cwtan 
subalgebra. 
Proof. Suppose N - B, is minimal f-Engel in CT for /I E C’. Then B, 
is minimal in the set {B, 1 c E H}, and SO, by Lemma 5.1, II,, C B, for all 
c t 11. Thus S’,>(ZY) is a nilpotent set of transformations of I(, i.e., II is 
f-nil. Since f is an Engel function, H is f-nilpotent and is contained in the 
Fitting null component U, of 17 relative to L,(H). However, I,:,, I II,, li, 
whence /i is anf-Cartan subalgebra, as desired. 
It is clear that in the setting of the theorem, ti will contain j:Cartan 
subalgebras, for certainly L’ will contain minimal f-Engel subalgebras. 
In the event that C E 11 and t,‘is strictly power-associative, this observation 
may be sharpened as follows: We will assume that the ground fi~zld of [.: 
is F, that {ur ,..., u,,,], nz C. M, is a basis for UoverF, and that P = F([r ,..., E,,,) 
is the field of rational expressions in the ti where the ci are independent 
transcendentals over F. Then s [rur + “. + [+,,, t CATP is a generic 
element of I,;. The characteristic polynomial P(t, x) of S(x,..., ,v) in 1, 
can be written 
where Pi(.y) = A(tl ,..., t,,,) 1s either a homogeneous polynomial of total 
degree (tl - I)i or the zero polynomial, and pS(,v) is the last coefficient 
which is not the zero polynomial. Since .v E B,, , s l.’ ~1. If 
n “Ill1 -1 “. -, ,Y,;,U,, F 1;, 
then the specialization t3 xi in P(t, s) gives 
P(l, a) f”’ ~(- /$(a) f”‘~ ’ ail /qa) t”’ ‘, 
We note that P(f, u) is unaffected by the extension of the ground field of C’. 
The element a E c’ is called ,f-regular if /3Ja) 7’ 0. Clearl)-, if a is f-regular, 
then B,, is minimal J-J&gel in I’, hut not necessarily aisa zvrsa. Also, the 
property of being ,f-regular is preserved under field extensions. 
LEarnlA 5.1 (Barnes). Suppose 1. E 21 is strictly pozcer-associative and 
dim r ’ := nr < CD. Jf F has at least (n I)( m ~~ I) elements, then II contains 
f-regular elements. 
Proof: The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 1 in [4], mutatis 
mutundis. 
We now give the following corollaries to ‘Theorem 5.2. 
COROLLAKY 5.4. Suppose Lr E 2l is strictly power-associatiz>e. If n is urL 
f-regular element of I,‘, then B,, is un .f-Cartrcn subalgebra of 1.. 
COROLI.AI~Y 5.5. Suppose t *- E II is strictly pouer-associatioe and F has nt 
least (n - l)(w - 1) elements. Then F contains f-Cartan subalgebras. 
Of course, if Y is a universal class of finite dimensional Lie algebras 
over any field, then s s(sr , ,x,) x,x2 is an Engel function for 9. Hence 
Theorem 5.2 and the corollaries generalize Barnes’ existence theorem for 
Lie algebras. Rloreover, in [4], Barnes prows that the converse of Theo- 
rem 5.2 is true for Lie algebras. 
In [5], the author has shown that 
11(.X, ) x2 ) ss) -- .A”‘> Xl?., c .X.‘.Vl s:\ .I . .x1 .A-:$~ - .\‘.‘.\‘:< .\‘I 
is an Bngel function for universal classes of finite dimensional alternative 
algebras over fields of arbitrary characteristic, and that the converse of 
Theorem 5.2 is also true in this case. 
To prove the converse in the general case, we will require an additional 
condition on our Ilngel function .f. JVe note that this condition is motivated 
by the fact that s(.vr , x2) satisfies it in the I,ie case and a(~, , T., , .xX) satisfies 
it in the alternative cast. Hence we give 
1<4. If 7 E 11 and I7 is a maximal .f-nilpotent subalgebra of 1’, then 
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(c,), -= n ;B,,, ld E rK) where K is the algebraic closure of the ground 
field of li and (UK),, is the Fitting null component of CrK relative to LU,y( I,). 
‘hrio~e~r 5.6. Suppose f satisjes (li4), I! E 11, dim 1. ~~~ 2, anal F has 
at least (n - I)m elements. If H is an f-Cartaa subalgebra of Z;, then H is 
minimal .f-Engel in C. 
Proof. Suppose H is an f-Cartan subalgebra of Ly and B(, , b f- 11, is 
minimal in the set {B, : k t El). Since H is f-nilpotent, N c B,, , so, by 
Lemma 5. I, B, 5 B, for all Iz E H. If K’ is the algebraic closure of the ground 
field K of c7, then, as t1 is maximal f-nilpotent, II,, == 0 (Bh, 1 I/’ 15 liK,). 
But R, c B,, for II E H implies S,*(B?,) is d ni x ent 1~ t set of linear trans- 
formations of U, , thus, by Lemma 3.1, SzK,((l;h)K,) is a nilpotent set of 
transformations of (Bb)K, . It follows that (Bb)h, !Z H,, . But H C R, implies 
H,, C (B,,),, , whence Il,, = (BD)K, . Therefore the dimensions of (BD)K, 
and I-II;, over K’ are equal implying that the dimensions of H and ,B, over 
K are equal, so H y-7 B, . Clearly now B, is minimalf-Engel in I:, as desired. 
6. CARTAX SUBALGEBRAS OF JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
In 1966, Jacobson [6] introduced the notion of “Cartan” sub:llgebras 
for finite dimensional (linear) Jordan algebras with unity over fields of 
characteristic not 2. This was based on the concept of associator nilpotence, 
i.e., iterating the associator (x1 , xTj , xX) as we have done in the first sections 
of this paper. He then proved that, if the ground field of such a Jordan 
algebra was infinite, then the algebra contained “Cartan” s&algebras. 
In this section, we will see that, for all universal classes 3 = SF of finite 
dimensional (linear) Jordan algebras with unity where the characteristic of F 
is different from 2, a(xl , 3% , x3) :: x3 x1x2 -+ x,.T~ xj - x,x, x1 - x1 xQ.xI’ 
is an Engel function satisfying (E4). Of course, in this case n(xl , x, , x3) ~= 
2(.x, ) .x2 , x1). Consequently, we will characterize n-Cartan subalgebras as 
minimal kEngel subalgebras, thereby extending Jacobson’s result to finite 
fields. We adopt the usual convention whereby subalgcbras of algebras 
with unitv I are assumed to contain I. 
We note that Jacobson has done most of the work to prove a(~, , by.1 , x:3 
is an Enget function. Hence we go directly to 
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose 3 is a universal class of finite dimeuional Jordan 
algebras with unity oz’er afield F zohere the chavactevistir ofF is di#erent from 3. 
Then u(sl , x 2 , x3) is an &gel function for 3. 
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Proof. Suppose J E 3. That / is a-nilpotent if and only if J is n-rril 
is proved in [9, p. 3471. Thus a(xr , .v? , x3) satisfies (El). Moreover, Jacobson 
has shown that, if R is an a-nilpotcnt subalgebra of /, then 
(i) L,(R) is nilpotent; 
(ii) if Jo -1 J, is the Fitting decomposition of -1 relative to I,,(R), then 
I,, is a subalgebra of / containing K; 
(iii) if the ground field of J is algchraicall~- closed, j,, ()jB(, bcRKj. 
(For proofs of these, see [6, p. 6001. Hence a(~~, , .x2 , x,) satisfies (E2) and (114). 
It remains to prove that (113) is also true. It is clear that, if 11 t J> then 
both h and I, the identit!, of ./, are elements of R, . If we set 
B,, r ;x c J sS(bi, 61)‘~~ 0, ;,,I. 0, I,...; 
where dim / f/z, then from Schafer’s lemma [9, Lemma 3, p. 3461 wc 
have H,, B,,*. If K is the ground field of J, let K[b] be the subalgebra 
of / generated by b and I. C’learlq K[b] is a-nilpotent, so t L,,(K[b]) 
is nilpotent and the Fitting null component J,, of J re1ativ.e toi, is a suhalgebr-a 
containing K[b]. But elements of I’, arc sums of products of .Y(b’, bj), from 
which it follows that B,, B,,’ J,) , i.e., H,, is a subalgebra of -1. Thus 
a(x, ) x2 , x:r) is an Engel function, as required. 
Since Jordan algebras are strictI\, power-associative, vve can Apple- the 
results of the previous section to obtain the following corollary of 
Theorem 6. I : 
~ORoI.I~.~RY 6.2. Supposf~ J E 3 and dim J m. 
I, rf F has at least 2m elements, then II is an a-Curtan suba&eOra of J 
17 and on& if II i.7 minimal a-Engel in J. 
3 -. Jf b F J is a-regular, then B,) is an a-Cartan subalgebra of /. 
3. If F has at least 2(m - I) elements, then J contains a-Car.ta?l subalgebras. 
We will have occasion to use the following proposition later: 
PROPOSITION 6.3. In the setting of Theorem 6.1, suppose that the groud 
field of J is algebraically closed, that R is an a-nilpotent subalgebra of J, and 
that R contains cc set {e, ,,.., eij of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents 
whose sum is the unity of J. Then J,, , the Fitting null component of J relative 
to L,,(R), is equal to 
Proof. 1Vrite J ~:. C 3;; Ji, for the Pierce decomposition of J relative to 
the set [e, ,..., e,) and let x E ni_;, B,,, . Write x m: C’=, x~, - x/<<j x’,, where 
xii E ljj . Since s E B,( for all i, an easy calculation shows that x:i<, s,, 0, 
since the Pierce decomposition is a vector space direct sum. Thus 
n:=, I{, , C C:= I Iii However, C’=, 1,; 7 Jo , and the result follows. 
Kenzark. Our result here together lvith those in [S] show that a(.~~ , .x2 , s:%) 
is an Engcl function for certain universal classes of Lie, Jordan, and alter- 
native algebras. Th us it seems reasonable to ask if thcsc classes can be 
extended. The following erample shows that the class of commutative 
power-associative algebras is too large. Suppose 1.: is the four-dimensional 
commutative power-associative algebra over a field F where the charac- 
teristic of F is prime to 30 given by Albert in [l], lvhere the basis for [,’ 
is {zl,,f, g, h/ and the multiplication table is determined b! uz U, uf f, 
?? ixr) .k h, and all other products arc zero. Let C” be the algebra 
obtained from I,’ bv the addition of a unitv element I. Of course, C:’ is 
also commutative power-associative. If 7; = I - u, then II and P: are pairwise 
orthogonal primitive idempotents whose sum is 1. It is easy to see that 
f? Fu L E’f L FV + Fh is a-nilpotent and contains I, but L,.,,,(R) is not 
nilpotent [\vc remark that it is solvahlc]. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, \\e will assume that ?rC -~ !!I, is a 
universal class of finite dimensional Jordan and alternative algebras (with 
unit\.) over a field F where the characteristic of F is different from 2. Then 
U(Xl , ,x2 ) .x1) E 3’. 
Suppose J t VI is a Jordan algebra where, without loss of generality, 
WC will assume that the ground field of J is F. If S’,,(J) 0, i.e., J is 
cr-semisimple, then, by Proposition 2.3, .I is scmisimple in the classical 
sense. Consequently J (has a unity element and) can bc written as a direct 
sum of ideals each of which is a simple Jordan algebra [9, Corollary 2, 
p. 2011. >Ioreover, by Lemma 2.1, each of these simple summantis is 
rr-semisimple. 
\\‘e now identify J with one of these simple summands, i.e., 1 is a simple 
JordCm algebra such that S,(J) 0. Supp ose Z = Z(/) is the center of J. 
Since I is simple, Z(J) is a field containing F [9, Chapter 5, Section 71, 
and it is clear that J considered as an algebra over its center is simple and 
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a-semisimple. Hence WC will let J be central simple, i.e., F X(.1). Then 
j,> is simple for any extension P of F’ [9, Theorem 9, p. 3061. 
Let K be the algebraic closure of F. Then -lx is simple and n-semisimplc. 
JIoreorer, JK is reduced, i.e., there exists a set [el ,..., r,) of ahsolutcl! 
primitive idempotcnts in Jn whose sum is the unity I of Jh [9, Chapter 5, 
Section 41. If f I, then Jc I< I which, of course, is n-solvable. Thus 
we cannot have f 1. So suppose t 1, and Cj -i (jK)(, is the Pierce 
decomposition of JK reiative to the set (P, ,..., P,;. Then there exists .v12 E (JK)12 
such that (.q$ %?(fl 1 e,), 0 : cl!]? E K. Set 1’ f, f2 \Yc cc,mpr1te 
a(.+ , J’, y) 2.x, .L and U(.l.,” ) Xl2 , J) z’xpJ. ~‘onscquentl!~, if 
,Y (xl2 , ~*j, it is clear that for all positive integers p, n”‘)(s) 0. 
We have thus proved 
TI-IEOREM 7. 1 Suppose J i .!I is n Jordan algebra. .-i necessary mid 
su$%+xt colidition that S,,(l) 0 is thrrt J Jl I; .’ [I JS whew the Ji 
are ideals of J that me simple Jordm algebras such that, $ Z( J,) %, is 
the center of Ji and ICi is the algebraic closuw of‘ Zi , then, comiderirg J; us 
un n&efwu owr its center, there c.rists a reduring set of idempoteuts in (JjjK, 
with more than otle element, i I)...) s. 
(‘OKOLLAJtY 7.2. .~up~o.se J E 11 is N Jordun afgebm. !i &S(,( J) J ontf 
s’(J) 0, then J i.s associatiw. 
Proof. Since S(J) 0, write J JL ) ‘.. ,! Js where the ,/, XC 
ideals that are simple Jordan algebras. Considering each J, ;1s an algebra 
over its center Zi , then, since S,,(J) J, (Jj)k-t -= K ei where K, is the 
algebraic closure of Zi and e, is the unit!; of (Ji)KL . The associatiritv novv 
follows. 
(COROLLARY 7.3. Suppose J E 11 is a Jorduu algebra, S,,(J) J, S(J) 0, 
a& thegroundfield Rof Jis algebruicnffy closed. Then there exists II set (e( ,..., 0,) 
of absolutely primiti~‘e idempotents sucl~ that J h-e, ,JJ .’ #?I [<p, 
Proof. Since K is algebraically closed, ,I is reduced, and the result 
follows. 
Nova suppose -4 E 11 is an alternative algebra such that ,Y,,(_1) 0. As 
nit11 the Jordan case, we u-ill consider .-I central simple and write K for 
the algebraic closure of the ground field I: of -4. Then il, is simple and 
S,,(z-l,) 0. Suppose for the moment that the degree of “2, is two. Hence 
there are pail-wise orthogonal primitive idempotents P, and er of rl, such 
that et + e, is the unit!. of -4, . If 
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is the Pierce decomposition of -1, relative to fr and eL’ , then (A,),, mu Ke, , 
(=IK)?? 2 Ke, , e,;l,e, = (AK)12(L4K)21 = (AK)11 , and e,A,e, (dK)zl(.+lK)l? -= 
(A-f,),,[13,Lemma3.14,p. 511. C onsequently, there exist elements xl2 t: (dx),, 
and yzl E (AK),, such that srzy2r -mm e, . As alternative algebras are fiexible, 
(2.12 , :v21 , xr?) = 0, from which it follows that y2rxIz e, . We wmpute 
a(,x12 , yzl 1 yzl) = 2y,, and a(y,, , .x1” , .xli) 2x1? Consequently, if 
S = [.xIA ,y2rj, then, for all positive integers p, G+“‘(S) ~/ 0. Paralleling the 
Jnrdan case, we have 
'hronen1 7.4. Suppose .I fz II is uiz alternatize algebra. A4 necessary and 
szcflcient condition that S,,(A) _ 0 is that d -=. A, 6:; ... T --I,< zchere the Ai 
me ideals of A that are simple alternative algebras such that, if Zi(A i) -7 Xi 
is the center of L3, and A’? is the algebraic closure of Zi , then, consi&riq Ai 
as un alcgebra oaer its center, (A-!,)h. has degree greater that1 olie .for i -~~ l,..., s. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose A E 11 is an altematiee algebra, S,,(,l) _ -4, 
S(z-l) 0, and the ground field h’ of .3 is al,oebraicalLy closed. Then there 
exisls a set {e, ,..., e,: of pairzcise orthogonal priwiti~~e idempotents surh that 
-4 h7p, Li, ,.. ;I;:) h-p i 
In [4], Barnes proves that, if I, is a finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra, 
then L contains Cartan subalgebras. We note that there is no restriction 
on the number of elements in the ground field for L. We also point out 
that such Cartan subalgebras need not be minimal Engel in L. In this section, 
we will prove that the analog of this theorem is true for u-solvable Jordan 
and alternative algebras. Thus, in this section, WC will assume that the 
algebras in I[ are u-solvable. 
\\Te begin 1~~ giving the following two lemmas for arbitrary finite dimen- 
sional Jordan and alternative algebras with unit>-, where, if the algebra is 
Jordan, the ground field has characteristic different from 2: 
LEarnI. 8. I. Suppose J is a finite dimensional Jordan (altevnatiz:e) algebra 
,zith unity, i-I is an a-Cartun subalgebra of J, and I -3 /. Then (M ‘- I)jI 
is an a-Cartan subalxebra of J/I. 
Proof. We will prove the lemma for Jordan algebras, the proof in the 
alternative case being the same (mutatis mutandis). Without loss of generality, 
we will assume that the ground field K of J is algebraically closed.. 
Kou (If 7 I);‘] is u-nilpotcnt since (II + /)‘I ~% @/(II n I), Thus, I~!- 
Theorem 6. I, L, L(J/I)((H ~- I);‘I) is nilpotent, and, if Jo is the Fitting 
null component of J I relative to L, then (Ct f)/I C~ J,, . 
Since the ground field of ,j is algebraicall!- closed, there exists a set 
{E, ,..., ef} of pairnix orthogonal primitive idempotents whose sum is the 
unity 1 of J and such that, if 2,. ) jli is the Piel-ce decomposition of .I relative 
to {e, ,...I e,j, then /I xi =1 J,! . (For the Jordan cast, see [6]; for the 
alternative case, see [S].) \Ve arrange thy e, so that e, ,..., P(, q I and 
,’ , ,.... e, t I. and set P, C, ,- I for i I ,_,.~ t’. Then, using the standard 
zrgument for lifting idempotents, (see, fhr example, [9, Lemma 3, p. 149]), 
it follows that [e, ,...( e,sI ’ is a set of pairwisc orthogonal primitive idempotents 
whose sum is the unity I of j:I. Rloreo\c~-, since I I I /, if ei E I. then 
X:1=1 I,/ c 1. 
Write j/I = C,,%) j,, for the Pierce decomposition of J/I relative to the 
set {Y1 . ...) e,,;, and B, (3 E j’l , %S(P, . e/p 0) where ~7 
Proposition 6.3, (II ;’ I)jI C I,, :: zir 1 .I,, njt, Bit Since tl 
dim(j:l). B! 
= xi:., .I,, , 
it follows that (H -- Z)!Z - j,, , as required. 
lau,ZIA 8.2. Suppose J is a jinite dimensiorlal Jwdan (alternatiee) algebra 
with unity, I .I J, 1 r is a suha[g&a of J, I 2 I _ ( J, and L-/I is an a-Cavtan 
subaltebra of ]*I. If I/ is an a-C’avtan subn~qehra of I -, then N is at2 a-Cavtan 
subalgebra if J. 
Pmqf. Since I/ is an a-Cal-tan subalgebra of I -, H is (7-nilpotent. Let 
Jo and J,, be the Fitting null components of J and l/Z relative to I,,(N) 
andI,(j/I)((H + 1)/I), respectiveI>.. Since (!I t Z)/l is an a-Cartan subalgebra 
of I./I and If-/Z is itself a-nilpotent, (I{ L /)II 1’11 whence 1’ _ H - I, 
and A, C7,‘I. So, if s E J,, , .Y -I-- I t J,, ; if s !Z 0, .x f 1’. Since I-I is an 
a-Cartan subalgebra of I, it follo\vs that s CT If, i.e., /I J,, as required. 
Recall that II is a universal class of a-solvable Jordan and alternative 
algebras. So, if f. E I[ and I’ is semisimplc in the classical sense, then it 
follo\vs that I. is fr-nilpotent whence lT is its own a-Cartan subalgebra. 
Consequently assume S( C;) ;- 0. Then (: contains a non-zero ideal I such 
that I” 0. This is casv to see in the event that IT is alternative, since 
the square of any ideal of an alternative algebra is an ideal. In the Jordan 
case, it follo\vs from a lemma due to Penico [9, 1,emma 2, p. 1921. 
\Vie can now give 
‘1‘1amrom 8.3. Supposc~ J c 11 is a Jovdall (altrmative) a[qebua. Then J’ 
rontains a-Cavtan suhalgehvas. 
Proof. \Te prove the theorem for Jordan algebras, the proof in the 
alternative case being the same (mutatis mutandis). 
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Let J be a minimal counterexample. By the remarks preceding the 
theorem, S(j) #- 0, hence J contains a minimal non-zero ideal I such that 
I” -mm 0. Then there exists an a-Cartan subalgebra I’/1 of ]/I. 
If l’ is properly contained in /, then there exists an a-Cartan subalgebra 
Ii of I-, and, by the preceding lemma, Fi would be an a-Cartan subalgebra 
of J contrary to the choice of /. Therefore I ’ J whence J:‘l is a-nilpotent. 
Lxt JI be a maximal subalgebra of I. If Ii 111, then :1;ll:I is a maximal 
subalgebra of 111. As /:I is n-nilpotcnt, for all .x : /i-- ./#I there exists an 
integer k such that 
Thus it follows that for all x E J there exists an integer h k(x) such that 
jS(s, s)” C 111. By Corollary 3.4, it follows that J is u-nil, hence a-nilpotent, 
which is contrary to our choice of /. 
Therefore, there exists a rnasimal subalgebra lf of J that does not contain I, 
whence I1 -I- I -~- 1, and, since 1” 7 0, H n I <..I /. By the minimality of I, 
II n I 0. Therefore Ef z J!/ which is a-nilpotent. Thus L,(H) is 
nilpotent, and, as H is not an a-Cartan subalgebra, the Fitting null component 
J,, of J relative to L,(ff) is equal to J, As J,, C n {B, , h E ff), we have that, 
for all b E H, S(b, b) is nilpotent on J. Let h II +~ i, /I F II, i E I, be an 
arbitrary element of J. Then, since 1’ 0, 
S(b, h) S(h, h) $- S(h, i) -L- S(i . h). 
So if C: is the subalgebra of Hom(J, J) generated by [R, I 6 E /$, then 
S(h, i) -~ S(i, h) lies in the nil radical of C (for the Jordan case, see [6, 
Theorem 1, p. 5941; for the alternative case, see [5, C’orollary 3.1 11). It 
follows that S(b, b) is nilpotent on J. As b was chosen arbitrarily, we see 
that J is u-nil, hence a-nilpotent, which is contrary to our choice of J. 
Thus our conclusion is that J must contain an a-Cartan subalgebra. 
9. ~ILPOTENT &XIVATIOKS IS JOKDAN AND .‘h,TERNA’1.IVE .k,GEBRAS 
Suppose 1, is a finite dimensional solvable Lie algebra over :I field of 
characteristic zero. Then the derived algebra L’ L” is nilpotent. Since, 
for all s EL, ad(x) is a derivation, we see that, if .Y EL’, then ad(x) is a 
nilpotent derivation of L (whence exp(ad(x)) is an automorphism of L). 
LVe will now study the analog of this result in u-solvable Jordan and 
alternative algebras. 
If /E II is a Jordan algebra and b, c t J, then the map D(b, c) where, 
for x E J, xD(b, c) -c (b, x, c) is a derivation of J. On the other hand, if 
.4 E ?I is alternative, then, since the characteristic of I: is different from 2, 
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for 0, c E .4, the map d(b, c) [I,,, , L,] 1 [L,, , R,.] $- [R(, , R,.] is a derivation 
of .-I. We note that, in the Jordan case, D(l>, c) [RI 9 Rcl. 
\\‘e wish to investigate conditions under which ZI(b, c), h, c E J, and 
d(b, c), 6, c E -4, arc nilpotent. Since, for all /i . 0, ZI(b, f)i. and d(b, c)” 
are multilinear, xc see that it is sufficient to consider the ground fields 
of J and --I algebraically closed. We have 
TIIEOREM 9. I. .~uppose i7 E 21 is u Jordan (alternative) algebra and that 
CT is an a-solvable subalgebra of I-. Then. .for all b, c E lr, D(h, c) is a nilpotent 
derivation of 1. (for all I?, c E I’, d(b, c) is u nilpotent derivation of I,‘). Con- 
sequently, if k. is a-solvable, then D(h, r)(d(h, f)) is nilpotent j& all 6, c E I.. 
Proof. TVc will prove the theorem when I. is a Jordan algebra, the 
proof in the alternative case being the same (mutatis mutnndis). From the 
remarks preceding the theorem, we ma; assume that the ground field K 
of P’ is algebraically closed. Set C: J (to remind us we are working with 
a Jordan algebra). 
Case I. S(J) mm 0. Then, by Corollary 7.3, it follows that there is 
a set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents cr ,,.., e,$ such that 
J _ Ke, c1: ..’ 0 Ke,s . Wc recall that, in an; Jordan algebra 3, for any 
zc, x, J’, z E 3, J(w, Y, y, 2) = 0 where 
J(zc, s, y, z) == (ID'S, y, 2) l- (AZ, y, zc) I- (ZT, y, .v). 
From this identity w-e compute 
hi , et t x3 pj) = (ei , ,x, e,) + 2(eie, , x, er) =: 0 
for .s E I’. If i y’- j, it follows that D(e, , ei) 0 on CT. Of course, D(e, , ej) -= 0. 
Hence, for all b, c E J, it follows easily that D(b, c) :- 0 on V. 
Case 2. S(J) :j’ 0. Then 1 =: J/S(J) ‘: -: 1 bl 15 u w va e and semisimple in the 
classical sense. By Corollary 7.3, there exists a set (‘r ,...,f,j of pairwise 
orthogonal primitive idempotents in J SLICK that j lif; C:;N ... (i) Kj’% 
Lifting these idempotents in the usual way, we find a set {e, ,..., E,,) of pairmise 
orthogonal primitive idempotcnts of / such that F, =: fL for all i. If J, is the 
subalgebra of J generated by the e, , then J, Ke, /1” .‘. : 1 Ke, and it 
follows that J = J1 3 S(J). 
Now let C be the subalgebra of Hom( C, b-) generated by {Zi,, ) 6 E Jj. 
Then the set {R, ! c E S(j)] generated a nilpotent ideal A’* in C [6, Theorem I, 
p. 5941. Consequently, if a E J and h E S(J), D(a, 0) ==: [R,, , Rb] t i\‘*. SO 
if a, 11 E J and we write 
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where 01~ , pi E K and a 1 , 6, E S(J), it follows that D(a, b) E A’“. Hence for 
some integer p > 0, &a, b),’ = 0. 
~OROLLARP 9.2. In the setting of the theorem, if the ground field oj‘ 1’ has 
characteristic zero, then, for all b, c E U, exp(D(b, c)) is an automorphism qf IT 
(for ull b, c E Lr, esp(d(b, c)) is an automorphism of P’). 
Prmf. See [8, p. 91. 
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